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Credit Human's Headquarters. At A Glance
Credit Human has Texas roots, but serves clients
across the nation. They are the third-largest credit
union in San Antonio with more than $3 billion in
assets.

Location:
1703 Broadway, San Antonio, TX
Project Scope:
Workstations, Offices, Ancillary and
Outdoor
Project Services:
Research and Strategy, Design, Project
Management, Delivery and Installation
A&D Firm:
Kirksey Architecture

200,000

8

500

Sq.ft.

Levels

Employees

CHALLENGE:
Credit Human went to revolutionary lengths to design an ergonomically
driven, people-centric space, sustainable to the core and electric with
innovation. They wanted their vision to carry through the interior to
empower and inspire all employees to live better, healthier lives and
thrive in their workplace.

SOLUTION:
We took full advantage to impress during a unique bid process,
workstation trial run, focusing on Knoll’s highly sustainable and
ergonomic products. Employees loved our large boomerang
workspaces, comfortable task chairs, cable management solutions and
low horizon screens. Using spatial intelligence, we helped the A&D
team create shared and ancillary spaces around the seven principles of
biophilic design that improve health and wellness in the built
environment. No two settings were alike. We curated and delivered
diverse and inspired pieces to permeate the brand, connect people and
drive purpose for hundreds of environments, including an expansive
outdoor terrace area. This whole-person approach helped volumize
their groundbreaking efforts. Not only did we help get Credit Human’s
employees in the right space to work, holistically, we helped raise the
bar for the future of San Antonio’s business visionaries.
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GROWTH: SAN ANTONIO IS ON FIRE WITH
ENTERPRISE GROWTH AND SKG HELPED
CREDIT HUMAN PROVIDE MORE FUEL
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The Challenge:

Credit Human wanted their headquarters to be a beacon of
business, guiding San Antonio's rapidly emerging
enterprises and workforce to a dynamic, forever-forward
tomorrow.

This is a story of how SKG helped drive sustainability, innovation,
collaboration and infinite possibilities for a visionary company in the
fastest-growing city in the nation.
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SUSTAINABLE TO THE CORE
Credit Human seeks to influence the
city of San Antonio towards greater
sustainable practices. Their new
headquarters building is the next
Compared to other buildings it's size,
the Credit Human Headquarters
Increases Energy, Efficiency:
The building will use 96% less energy
from CPS Energy, the municipal utility
company.
Reduces Water Demand:
The building will use 97% less potable
water from the municipal water
company, San Antonio Water System.
Reduces Carbon Emissions:
By 1,619 metric tons, which is equal to
taking about 344 passenger vehicles off
the road per year, every year.

great milestone in this effort. With
solar panel arrays, a Geo-Thermal
system, and the capacity to capture
and retain 150,000 gallons of
rainwater, the core and shell of the
building are setting a new standard.

The interior design should inspire
all employees and visitors to live a
healthier and more
environmentally conscious
lifestyle.

Retains 80% of Stormwater:
Onsite through low-impact
development.
San Antonio Business Journal
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FAST TRACKED GROWTH
The Census reveals San Antonio is the
fastest

growing

city

in

the

nation,

attracting an average of 66 people a day
between 2016-2017. Business certainly
continues to boom, but there is a
different feel around what's happening
thanks to forward-thinking companies
like Credit Human using revolutionary
workspaces to attract vibrant, talented
people.

LEADERSHIP GEARED TO THE FUTURE OF CITIES
SKG CEO, Beth Goff McMillan, recently
served as an expert panelist for Future of
Cities. This nationwide, virtual event
united world-renowned urbanist, Richard
Florida, and thought leaders across the
country to discuss the sustainability of
U.S.
cities
and
how
to
create
opportunities around people.

2020 CITY GROWTH RATE FROM AUGUST
TO SEPTEMBER

THE FUTURE OF CITIES
VIRTUAL EVENT + PANEL DISCUSSION

ETIENNE CADESTIN

BETH GOFF-MCMILLAN

Global CEO and Founder
Longevity Partners

President and CEO
SKG

DICE, Q3 Tech Job Report Issue 4

MARK SPRAGUE

BRANDY WATERS, PE, VMA

State Director of Information
Capital Independence Title

President Sunland Group

"The road to the Future of Cities will be paved with companies who
embrace and can perfectly harness the power of diversity, inclusion
and a healthy, happy workforce"
BETH GOFF-MCMILLAN

SKG, CEO
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CHALLENGE: CREATING A SPACE WHERE
EVERYTHING THRIVES
The challenge was to bring people, the environment, and business
together.
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A CHALLENGE AROUND SUSTAINABILITY
Sustainability innovations around this project are groundbreaking and redefine what it
means to be revolutionary. With furniture, Credit Human needed an equally forwardthinking company to think, design, and execute with people and the environment in mind.
Design and product solutions needed to meet precise sustainability requirements, provide
choice and flexibility, and inspire people to embrace an eco-friendly existence.

GREEN TO THE MAX
"We believe that being

"We know that the business

windows, deep wells for

good stewards of our

world is better when we focus

geothermal energy. Credit

financial resources and

on the world. We know that

Human is pulling out all the

good stewards of our

connecting people and space

stops to make its new San

environment go hand in

to the environment is

Antonio

hand."

paramount to purpose,

CREDIT HUMAN

productivity, and innovation."

"Solar

panels,

reflective

headquarters

a

beacon of sustainability."

SKG

-San Antonio Express News

Project Sustainability Requirements
Materials:
Rigorous review of all materials used in the
project to meet the standard set for the project
(which was not limited by LEED requirements)
such as:
AQ (Low VOC Materials)
Declare / Red List
Cradle to Cradle
Recycled Content
FSC Content

Furniture:
Pieces are BIFMA Level 3 Certified and
must include compliance with credit 7.6.1
and/or 7.6.2 Cradle to Cradle v3.1 Silver
or higher.
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A CHALLENGE AROUND PEOPLE
Credit Human wanted people-centric solutions in
their new space, so they enlisted their employees
for feedback. In a revolutionary move, they
requested all bidding companies provide mockup
workstations for a multi-week employee trial run,
empowering their end-users as the decisionmakers.
With research in hand and a real glimpse into how
their people clicked, Credit Human looked for a
company that could turn insight into action to
promote collaboration, health, and wellness and
support the whole worker with synergized
solutions.

Project Requirements To Help
Connect People
Incorporate a variety of settings, styles and
postures to allow choice and control over
where and how the employees work.
Seamlessly integrate the entire spectrum of the
workforce and promote collaboration across
teams.
No private offices. Even the CEO sits in the
open-plan to promote approachability.
65% resident workstations with low barriers to
promote open collaboration.
35% mixed settings to promote and encourage
movement and migration during the workday.
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SOLUTIONS: SKG WINS BID TO FURNISH NEW
CREDIT HUMAN HEADQUARTERS
SKG is no stranger to the bid process. We always welcome the competition
and believe in earning the right to partner. The Credit Human project gave
us an opportunity to put our capabilities to the test with the people who
mattered most, Credit Human's talented and diverse workforce.
Our workstation solutions scored big across the employee surveys with a lot
of kudos for the extra workspace, additional power and wire management
systems. But once we delved into more extensive interviews around
people, product and process, our expertise and vision for a better tomorrow
gave Credit Human the confidence we were the right choice to transform
the project.
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A CONNECTED FUTURE
LEADING DESIGN EXCELLENCE
SKG's space to work mentality focuses on
the whole person,

so we were uniquely

positioned to help Credit Human create
thriving,

comfortable

and

supportive

environments for their employees. Our
team likes to push the possibilities of space
to shake the status quo and bring brilliant,
gifted, energetic people together around
better business and community. We are
proud to be a part of this journey to San
Antonio's future.
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SKG'S HUMAN SOLUTION
CONNECTING PEOPLE TO PURPOSE
SKG's solutions integrated workspaces and shared spaces to support Credit Human's quest
for inclusion and collaboration. Employees wanted more choice and greater control over
how they work, and we came through with a wide variety of furniture solutions for various
settings, postures and workstyles. With the Credit Human culture in mind, we helped the
design team infuse brand experience throughout the space using carefully curated
products and solutions to promote health, wellness and a whole person mentality.

SCOPE

592

WORKSTATIONS

8

LEVELS

Plus hundreds upon hundreds of modern and
inspired ancillary pieces and purposeful
settings, each uniquely designed to bring
sustainable style and comfort to purpose and
function.

AREAS OF FOCUS
Pearl Parkway Lobby with Concierge,
Community Room, Touchdown Spots
Workstation Clusters
Open Collaboration Rooms
Huddle Rooms
Focus Rooms
Phone Rooms
Wire Room
Storage Room
Business Systems
Small, Medium and Large Conference,
Board Room, and E-Services Room
Expansive Terrace Area with
Collaboration/Dining Spaces, Recharge
Areas and Comfort Zones
Beverage Bar
Genius Bar
Innovation Lab
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SKG'S SUSTAINABILITY SOLUTION
LEAVING LASTING IMPRESSIONS AND A SMALL FOOTPRINT
With the Credit Human Headquarters, we wanted to furnish a space the entire country
would envy and want to replicate. Working side-by-side with the A&D firm, our design
team helped breathe fresh air into every environment, literally and figuratively. Ninety
percent of the project features Knoll's award-winning, sustainable workspaces, ancillary
furniture solutions. In spatial configurations, we helped the design team create furniture
configurations around natural light to promote energy efficiency. In both focused and
shared environments, we integrated planters to help naturally purify the air.

LEVERAGING
Knoll is a leader in furniture sustainability,

Knoll helps client projects achieve LEED

championing this cause before it was

certification through their deep knowledge of

even a movement. SKG is the exclusive

products.

USGBC processes and the sustainability of their

Knoll dealer for Central, South and West
Texas, and our partnership is built around
shared ideals and a commitment to
people, community, and environment.

25+

Declared-labeled products, which
are rated for material ingredients
and end-of-life disposal.

A growing selection of Knoll products are Intertek

90%

of the Credit Human
Headquarters features Knoll's
award-winning sustainable

Clean Air certified, which imposes rigorous
standards regarding Volatile Organic Compounds
(VOCs).

100%

workstations, ancillary

renewable electricity
sources power Knoll's North
American manufacturing
and distribution facilities

furniture, and architecture

The ReGeneration Chair by Knoll is made from

solutions.

recycled consumer plastic, corn byproducts, and
soy.
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THE WORKSTATION WITH MORE PLAY
We furnished 592 workstations across multiple shared and focused areas,
varying design and configuration clusters to keep different teams in a groove.
Common specifications included:
Large adjustable height work surface with a boomerang shape for healthier collaboration
Low barriers with gallery screens for better collaboration
Overhead storage with writable back painted glass doors
Work tool rail leveraging vertical space for organization and a clutter-free workspace
Two mobile peds with custom, COM cushion fabric
Dual monitor arm offers a sleek intuitive centerpiece of a truly ergonomic workstation.
Knoll Generation Task Chair with the flex back made of high-performance elastomer for
awesome ergonomics

"Hands down, the best cable management. Wires are all concealed in a hinged
cover under the desk which allows for easy access. There’s also an extra power
strip under the work surface. SKG's Height Adjustable Table solution features
the best boomerang angle for working and meeting with coworkers."
FINDINGS FROM CREDIT HUMAN WORKSTATION SURVEY
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PARTNERSHIPS: GREATNESS HAPPENS WHEN
PEOPLE PUT THEIR HEADS TOGETHER
SKG is privileged to work with some of the best in business. The Credit
Human project is integration at its finest.
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Photo Credit: Johnson Visuals

SYNERGY AND ENERGY ACROSS ENVIRONMENTS
To keep up with the demands of a hybrid workforce, synergy and energy should transcend
time and space. SKG knows this better than anyone. In the Credit Human project, we
worked closely with Kirksey's lead designer, from their A&D firm to create connected
environments to make people feel right at home at work. With ancillary furnishings, we
leveraged a constellation of award-winning manufacturers to breathe life into shared
spaces and unique settings designed to advance Credit Human's people-first culture.
Each vignette and setting has a one of a kind style requiring extremely detailed
collaboration across the design teams.
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PROCESS

CRAFTSMANSHIP

Upon winning the project, SKG, Knoll, and our
installation partners, worked seamlessly with the
A&D lead designer, meeting weekly over a 5month period to customize selections. No two
settings were alike. Using CET's dynamic design
capabilities, we created efficiencies with realtime decision-making on designs, styles, and
textiles.

We borrowed from the past but looked to the
future to curate a beautiful assortment of luxury
and value-engineered pieces for each vignette.
To complement the reclaimed wood and metal
architectural elements of the building, we chose
a wide array of furniture styles with clean lines,
wood tones and metals. We focused on bold
colors, vibrant textures and soft fabrics to create
welcoming environments.

PROCUREMENT
The SKG solution provided a constellation of
award-winning brands with classical pieces from
Knoll, Mutto, Studio, and more. Our 30-point
vendor vetting process helped ensure all
products met the requirements of the project.

INSTALLATION
Our trusted San Antonio installation partner,
FRX, kept up with all requests, used real-time
tools such as CET and Snaptracker to eliminate
mistakes and expedited installation, saving time
and money in the process.

PARTNERSHIP
Like every project, we brought 360 degrees of
capabilities to the job. Their lead A&D designer
had an entire SKG team at her disposal.
consisting of a designer, project manager, sales
coordinator and point lead sales professional.
With synergy comes energy, and the collective
brainpower helped foster timely decisions and
diversified ideas.
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THE TALK OF THE TOWN
WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING ABOUT CREDIT HUMAN'S NEW SPACE

There’s a social
effect… We’re
getting calls about
it from all over the
nation now.

Visionary is a word
that’s overused,
but in your case, I
think it applies.

It would be kind
of hard to live in
this building and
not embrace this.

This is one of the
signature
developments for
San Antonio and we
couldn’t more proud
to be a contributor.

It just makes
good business
sense.
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SKG TEXAS
AUSTIN
6301 East Stassney | Bldg. 9-100
Austin, Texas 78744-3069

SAN ANTONIO
1627 Broadway
San Antonio, Texas 78215-1244

(512) 518-6189

(210) 320-2500

info@skgtexas.com

www.skgtexas.com

Photography Credit: Johnson Visuals

